
Clever Jack Takes the 
Cake

Spelling Words: Compound Words
airplane somebody someone
daytime birdhouse newspaper
birthday barefoot sidewalks
daylight headlight basketball
hairdo sometime stagecoach
placed office giant
handwriting windshield

Vocabulary Words: 
1. When you barter, you trade things for other things without 

taking money.
2. When you admit to something, you confess to it.
3. If you considered something, you thought about it carefully 

before making a decision.
4. A creation is something you made.
5. When something is humble it is not big or important.
6. Something that is magnificent is very beautiful and grand.
7. A payment is an amount you paid for something.
8. To do something reluctantly is to do it unwillingly or with 

hesitation.



Bravo Tavo!

Spelling Words: Inflectional Endings, -ed, -ing, -s
names hoping dropped
named dances dropping
naming danced wraps
hopes dancing wrapped
hoped drops wrapping
Basketball airplane birthday
driving traded

Vocabulary Words: 
1. To gaze is to look steadily at something.
2. Conservation is the care of natural resources.
3. When people are discouraged, they are made to feel like 

giving up.
4. Frustration is a feeling of being upset because you can’t do or 

have something.
5. To feel jubilant is to feel very happy or joyful.
6. Recycling is putting objects or materials through a special 

process so they can be used again.
7. Something remaining is still in a certain place.
8. If you have ever tinkered with something, then you have made 

small changes to it.



Wildfires

Spelling Words: Closed Syllables VC/CV
basket bedtime follow
rabbit mammal problem
lesson number chicken
letter fellow butter
invite chapter napkin
hoping dances dropped
suppose stubborn

Vocabulary Words: 
1. Disasters are sudden misfortunes.
2. Something that is accidental happens for no apparent reason 

and is unexpected.
3. When someone is careless, he or she is not paying attention.
4. Equipment is the tools needed for a job.
5. Something harmful is causing harm or hurt.
6. Prevention means “stopping something from happening.”
7. A purpose is the reason something is done.
8. To respond is to react.



Elizabeth Leads the Way: Elizabeth 
Cady Stanton and the Right to Vote

Spelling Words: Inflectional Endings y to i
tries drying studied
tried hurries studying
trying hurried plays
dries hurrying played
dried studies playing
chapter bedtime letter
obeyed worrying

Vocabulary Words: 
1. Citizenship is the position of being a citizen of a country with 

all the rights, duties, and privileges that come with it.
2. When something is continued, it goes on without stopping.
3. Something daring is courageous and bold.
4. When you are horrified, you are filled with great fear, horror, 

or dislike.
5. You participate when you join with others or take part in 

something.
6. To have proposed means to have suggested something to 

others for their consideration.
7. Unfairness is the state of being unfair or unjust.
8. To waver means to pause when being unsure.



It’s All in the Wind

Spelling Words: Open Syllables CVC
pilot diner tiger
favor lemon planet
cover shady robot
tiny label cozy
silent spider frozen
tried hurried studying
melon stomach

Vocabulary Words: 
1. Something that is renewable can be made again.
2. Energy is the ability to do work.
3. When something is natural, it is found in nature; not made by 

people.
4. Pollution is harmful materials that make something dirty.
5. To produce is to make or create something.
6. To replace is to take the place of.
7. Sources are where things come from.
8. Something traditional is most common or expected.


